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摘 要 

地理資訊系統之應用日益普及，然而受限於不同空間尺度的轉換困難，其與普查資料的結合應

用仍受到相當限制，亟需建立一個以地址對位系統為基礎的普查資料空間分派模式，以便突破地理

資訊研究領域所謂的可改變地區單元問題(MAUP)。本文之目的即在建立一個空間資料轉換系統，

可配合不同研究地區與目的的需求，將工商及戶口普查資料在不同空間尺度之間進行轉換，同時維

持高度的準確性，期能藉此擴大普查地理的運用。本模型首先將普查資料從多邊形系統轉換成以門

牌號碼為基礎的點系統，以點為基礎的資料得配合應用需要集合成不同空間單位的統計資料。此外

，本文並以台北市捷運系統為案例，以說明空間分派模式的可能運用方式。 
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ABSTRACT 

  The application of geographic information system has rapidly developed. However, due to the 
difficulty of data conversion among different spatial scales and areal units, application of census 
geography has been seriously limited, and therefore, a geographic data conversion model to solve the 
so-called Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) is critically needed. The purpose of this paper is to 
develop a spatial data conversion model for the application of census geography.  By means of address 
matching, census data in polygon system are converted into point-based (address-based) system. And 
then, census data can be grouped into different spatial units to meet requirements of different applications 
while a certain level of accuracy is achieved.  In addition, a case study of Taipei MRT system is 
conducted to demonstrate possible applications of the developed model. 
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1. Foreword 

  The geographic information system (GIS) has been widely applied in recent decades. How to optimally 
use existing census data has long been a challenging task for GIS applications. By using 
address-matching for the Population and Household Census in Taiwan, the capability of spatial analysis 
based on census geography has been significantly improved in recent years. Due to the difficulty in 
converting data into geographic units, census geography has not been applied to industrial and 
commercial census data. Since the potential applications of industrial census data to spatial analysis is 
very useful, development of a data conversion model to bridge the distance between census geography 
and GIS applications is critical. 
  Although census data is routinely generated by governments, applications of this data is still limited to 
the data quality constraints. Thus, using census typically accounts for 80% of time required for planning 
and preparation for data analysis (Glymour, 1996). Among the numerous difficulties, the difference in 
geographic units between census data and application areas is the most common one. To overcome this 
difficulty, a data conversion model is required to resolve the so-called Modifiable Areal Unit Problem 
(MAUP) for either up-scaling or down-scaling of the census spatial data. 
  The Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding Referencing (TIGER) system developed by the U.S. 
Census Bureau is an example for a geographical reference system that facilitates dynamic and 
comparative analyses of census data. The TIGER system integrates population census data and other 
spatial data, such as environmental data, for various application analyses. Similarly, in the UK, 
demographic and GISs, such as Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (HMSO), and Small Area Statistics 
Package (SASPAC), were developed to serve as analytical tools for various census data analysis. 
  The TIGER, HMSO, and SASPAC systems are examples that were developed to enhance the degree of 
spatial precision of statistical entities. When industrial location research uses the smallest jurisdictional 
units as basic units, the convenience store location analysis needs more detailed data units, as data in 
administrative unit are not sufficient. 
  By combining census data with geographic data such as building addresses, a household-based 
(point-based) data system can be developed to increase application potentials at different spatial scales. 
For instance, such applications include market analysis for real estate industries, and data mining of 
census data such as neighborhood industry category distribution, employee number, household number, 
age distribution, occupation and educational background data. 
  With the recent development of the National Geographic Information System (NGIS), the basic 
geographic information infrastructure in Taiwan has been established. Additionally, both Taipei City and 
Kaohsiung City have adopted Census Geography by using address-based information for the 2000 
population census pilot tests (Lo, 2002). However, due to constraints of data quality, census spatial data 
cannot be widely utilized by research institutes. 
  The purpose of this study is to present a prototype spatial data conversion model for more census data 
applications. This model first converts census data from the current polygon-based smallest jurisdictional 
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units, Li (neighborhood), into address-based (point-based) data. Then, the point-based data can be 
aggregated into any geographic scale for various applications. A case study is conducted to demonstrate 
how industrial and commercial census data can be easily aggregated and effectively applied to explore 
correlations between employment and distance to various stations along the same mass rapid transit 
(MRT) line in Taipei. 

2. Literature Review 

  Due to the inadequate supply of census geographic information and spatial data, most applications of 
census geography in Taiwan have been based on non-spatial data. Since 1999, with the development of 
the NGIS, many cities, including Taipei and Kaohsiung counties, began to use geographic infrastructures 
to match addresses with buildings. 
  Only very few studies have investigated the spatial issues associated with census data in Taiwan. Hsu 
(2004) investigated the spatial distribution of retail stores in the Taichung metropolitan area using location 
quotients (LQ) and cluster analysis. Chang and Chuang (2001) developed a GIS using XML and a digital 
map interface that which allows users to examine socio-economic data and territory-related systems in an 
interactive and visual manner. Both studies demonstrated that “Li” is the smallest geographic unit that 
census data can support. 
  In spatial-address-matching studies, Chen (2001) investigated the spatial distribution of Taipei’s 
information software companies and Internet service industries by use of cluster analysis and 
address-matching schemes. Based on Moran’s and Getis’s spatial autocorrelation studies, Chen (2002) 
also identified the spatial autocorrelation between specific spatial units and their surrounding units and 
examined the characteristics of spatial distribution in Taipei’s software industry.  Tsai et al. (2004) 
performed a comprehensive address-matching study for long-term care units from a name list compiled 
by the Long-Term Care Professional Association of R.O.C., Taiwan, in 2001. In their spatial allocation 
model, demands are assigned to care units based on objective function of minimum distance/time; thereby 
the spatial distribution of care units is optimized for the future distribution of long-term care facilities in 
Taipei and Kaohsiung. Although both Chen (2001) and Tsai’s (2004) studies obtained satisfactory results 
for their integrated applications of census data and address matching, they both encountered limitations of 
spatial units when attempting further analysis. 
  Thanks to the development of census data base and geographic reference systems such as TIGER, 
HMSO and SASPAC, census geography data has been applied to various areas. For example, businesses 
have used the data in planning future selling and shipping locations, insurance companies have developed 
insurance policies based on different geographic attributes, governments have prepared urban land use 
plans using composite spatial models, building taxes have been levied according to land use type, value 
and geographic location, and spatial planning has been applied to infrastructure planning. 
  In real-world applications of GISs, socio-economic data and natural environment data are typically 
represented in different spatial units. Researches dealing with this problem can be traced back to 1934 
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(Goodchild, 1993). Openshaw (1977) first defined this problem as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem 
(MAUP) and initiated a series of studies in an attempt to resolve the problem (Openshaw and Taylor, 
1979; Openshaw, 1983; Flowerdew and Openshaw, 1987.)  
  The MAUP studies deal with two types of problems, namely, aggregation problems and 
dis-aggregation problems. The aggregation problem is encountered when attempting to convert data for a 
small area to data for a large area; this is termed data up scaling in spatial units. Conversely, the 
dis-aggregation problem is encountered when attempting to convert data for a large area to that for small 
areas; this is called data downscaling in spatial units.  Han-Liang Lin (2003) developed an algorithm 
using "GAM" point spatial pattern to solve the problem of land use distribution in a continuous space.  
  Along with the spatial scales, conversion process was different, particularly when data are 
disaggregated from group level to individual level; ecological fallacies frequently occur and generate 
errors when interpreting the resulting statistical data due an assumption that all members within a group 
share the same characteristics. Therefore, the data conversion process must consider geographic 
alignment. 
  Conventional approaches for data conversion include a point-in-polygon overlay analysis using 
weighted distributions (Deichmann, Balk, and Yetman, 2001). Data manipulation of point-in-polygon 
overlay can convert point-based attributes into grid units, and the grid attribute represents the aggregation 
of point-based data. Based on this weighted distribution algorithm, the attribute value is distributed over 
all areas in each polygon (Goodchild, 1980; Flowerdew and Green, 1994). To accommodate 
non-homogeneous data attributes, the following basic model of weighted distribution was developed by 
Gallego (2001): 
 
                                                                                  (a) 
 
                                                                                  (b) 
 
  where Xm is the total population in community m., Scm is the area of land use type c in community m., 
Ycm is the population density of land use type c in community m., Uc is the correlation coefficient between 
land use type c and population and Wm is the adjustment factor to ensure that the total population in each 
community matches the administrative data. 
  Based on the weighted distribution model, sampling of ground truth is also adopted to assess the 
quality of converted data across different geographic scales. Combined with data alignment for different 
data layers, fallacies of data conversion from high into low levels can be minimized. 

3. Spatial Conversion Issues of Census Data 

  Currently, most socio-economic data in Taiwan have adopted “Li” as the smallest spatial unit. 
According to Lo (2002), census geography was adopted by the population census for Taipei and 
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Kaohsiung while building address was firstly utilized as the basic geographic unit in 2000. Due to the 
issue of confidentiality, the original census data at address level cannot be released. 
  To apply socio-economic census data in various spatial analyses, data in geographic units must be 
converted. Via conventional data conversion, point data are aggregated into the required statistical data by 
means of polygon overlay. For example, when “Li” is used as the statistical unit (macro-scale distribution) 
for input data, census data for all attributes will be homogeneously distributed from each polygon (Li) 
into each grid during the overlay process.  Figure 1 shows the manipulation process for data conversion. 
  In the process of data conversion, two potential problems can arise. First, it is assumed that the original 
census data (such as the number of employees) are evenly distributed over each grid cell in the Li; 
however, this assumption is not true. Second, when one grid cell covers two or more “Li”, double 
counting or data missing of the census data in the covered cells can also happen during the assignment 
process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Data Conversion from Polygons to Grid Cells 
  In the real world, distributions of populations and economic activities are influenced by natural 
environmental conditions, infrastructure and land use regulations. For example, when a grid cell covers an 
area that has no inhabitants, such as rivers, lakes, roads, forests or parks, the census data for the original 
areas (Li) will still be evenly distributed and assigned to the grid cell using the conventional approach 
despite the fact that no value should be assigned. Additionally, the actual intensity of land development 
(such as floor area of buildings) in different Lis are often ignored during the data conversion process.  
  A comparison of Article 26 of the Implementation Code of Urban Planning Law in Taipei City and the 
Taipei Land Use Zoning Regulations reveals that discrepancies exist between actual land use and land use 
plans, and that actual city conditions, industrial and population development often differ from those in 
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original zoning plans. The floor space index and total floor area index in actual conditions, however, still 
comply with original plans. To fully reflect current land use conditions and establish a database of land 
use information for the government’s land use policy, planning and management, the Ministry of Interior 
Affairs conducted a Land Use Survey between July 1992 and June 1995 and produced a Land Use Map in 
1994. As population and industrial development depend heavily on land use conditions, this study uses 
information from the Land Use Survey and integrates census data, and basic infrastructure data from the 
Land Use Zoning Regulations, including the floor space index, total floor area data, and doorplate address 
data (point-based data, floor height, etc) to develop a spatial data conversion model. 
  During the process of data conversion, the first step is to standardize the data from various sources, 
including jurisdictional unit divisions, geographic mapping information, and census data information. For 
example, as the categorization of land in Land Use Survey differs from that in the illustrated urban plan 
map, an integration process using the specific area ratio as a conversion basis is the first required step. As 
there were considerable changes in Taiwan’s industrial structure between 1991 and 2001, 
Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics (DGBAS) modified the original occupational 
classifications for industrial, commercial and service industries; this study identified specific industries 
due to their growth and economic importance, and combined certain industries for calculation ease. 
Accordingly, the industrial, commercial and service census was adjusted according to the Standard 
Occupational Classification modifications announced by DGBAS in 1991, 1996 and 2001, respectively. 
The jurisdictional units of the administrative division in Taipei City were readjusted between 1991 and 
2001, and the sizes of the original and new "Li" were calculated by integrating historical changes and 
overlapping historical maps. Additionally, as minor changes were made to census survey questions over 
the years, a process to establish a look-up table for data integration is necessary; some data sets must be 
combined whereas others need to be rescaled. 

4. Point-based Data Conversion Model for Census Data 

  To satisfy statistical needs at different spatial scales, a two-stage data manipulation process is 
developed. First, the original census data are dis-aggregated into point-based data, and then, point-based 
data are aggregated into grid cells as the basic statistical units for various analyses.  In the case of Taipei 
City, the whole city is divided into 19,458 independent grid cells (120m × 120m), and then the census 
data are converted through the data conversion model into grid-based data.  To ensure data quality, the 
conversion process of grid data has to follow the following rules: (1) the land use distribution is 
represented by a polygon-based map, each polygon contains only one type of land use.  The area of 
different land uses in one grid cell should be calculated firstly; (2) the summation of land area calculated 
from grids should be equal to the total area of each land use from the land use survey; (3) for grids 
covering border areas, NULL value is assigned to areas outside the border but in the grid cell; (4) to 
assign each grid cell an independent ID number and each land use type an attribute code.  Based on the 
above rules, the address point-based data inside each grid cell can be integrated. 
  Since the data quality of original address and maps are not good enough and data discrepancies resulted 
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from time lags, map data have to be checked and revised before the data conversion process. Figure 2 
shows the operation process of data conversion into grid cells. Once the point-based geographic database 
is constructed, data integration and analysis can be performed for different statistical scales. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Assignment Process of Grid Data 

  Through the operation of census data conversion and distribution model, application limitations of 
jurisdictional units (such as administrative areas, or census areas) will no longer exist. Spatial entities for 
various statistical needs and problem definitions can then be obtained by using the converted data. Figure 
3 shows the relationship between census data and assignment process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Grid Cells as Statistical Entities in Census Geography 

  Following the rules and principles of data conversion, the development process of data conversion 
model is described as that which follows: 
A. Preparation of Input Data for Spatial Data Conversion Model 

(1) The case study area of this paper includes 12 administrative districts in Taipei City; required input 
data comprise of the building address, existing land uses, and the floor area ratio for building 
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control. 
(2) Most households in Taipei are concentrated in residential zones while some are in commercial 

zones. Table 1 shows average floor area ratio permitted according to the Land Use Zoning 
Regulations in Taipei (Table 1), and Table 2 shows the derived assignment ratio by area for each 
land use. 

Table 1. Floor Area Ratios Allowed by Zoning Regulations in Taipei 

Residential Zone 
Commercial 
Zone 

Industrial 
Zone 

Types 

R 
1 

R 
2 

R 
2-1 

R 
2-2 

R 
3 

R 
3-1 

R 
3-2 

R 
4 

R 
4-1

C 
1 

C 
2 

C 
3 

C 
4 

I 
2 

I 
3 

Admin. 
Zone 

Cul/ 
Edu. 
Zone 

Ware 
house 
Zone 

Scenic 
Zone 

Agri. 
Zone

Pre-
served 
Zone

Floor 
Area 
Ratio 
(%) 

60 120 160 225 225 300 400 300 400 360 630 560 800 200 300 400 240 300 60   

Average 243% 588%         

Table 2. Assignment Ratio for each Land Use Type 

Land Use Category 
Zoning 
Categories 

District Distribution
Rate Code (i) 

Floor Area Ratio 
(from Table 1) 

Assignment Ratio
by Area (R) 

One-level building (3021) Residential 1 (R1)60%=0.6 

Low-level building (3022) Residential 1 (R2)120%=1.2 

Mid-level building (3023) Residential 1 (R3-1)300%=3 

High-level building (3024) Residential 1 (R3-2)400%=4 

70.76%=0.7076 
588/(243+588) 

Service industry (3012) Commercial 2 (C2)630%=6.3 

Retail & wholesale (3011) Commercial 2 (C4)800%=8 

29.24%=0.2924 
243/(243+588) 

(3) It is assumed that a positive correlation exists between the “employment and household population”, 
“floor area” and “height of the building”. 

(4) Since illgal mixed land use is very popular in Taipei city, multiple uses co-exist in many areas. 
When industrial activities are assigned to only one land use, a significant amount of data will be 
lost. 

(5). The Standard Occupational Classification defined by the DBGAS has ten major occupation 
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categories.  This classification was modified seven times between 1976 and 2001. The final 
version has a list of 16 categories, 82 types, 259 sub-types and 605 detail-types. Major changes 
were the categorical changes of occupations in some industries, and how the data was complicated 
and integrated in the productive service industry. 

(6). The industrial and business census data are assinged to industrial land areas based on the surveyed 
land use distribution. Table 3 shows the three major industries, Industry (I), Commerce (II), and 
Service (III), including productive service industries. 

Table 3. Current Land Use Conditions and Industry Types 

Types Code 
Industrial Land Use 
(Land use type serial number) 

Industry 
(I) 

railroad facilities (1025), specialized port (1043), one-level building (3021), low-level house 
(3022), electricity (3093), gas (3094), pumping station (3097), other public affairs (3098), 
environmental protection facilities (3100), fire facilities (3120), manufacturing (4010), 
industrial facilities (4020), warehousing (4030), salt fields (6010), salt industry facilities 
(6020), minefield (7011), mining facilities (7012), quarry (7021), quarrying facilities (7022)

Commerce  
(II) 

civilian airport (1010), railroad station (1024), commercial port(1041), specialized port 
(1043), Retail & Wholesale (3011), Service industry (3012), one-level building (3021), 
low-level house (3022), mid-level building (3023), high-level building (3024), medical 
institutes (3060), electricity (3093), gas (3094), water (3095), gas station (3096), 
warehousing (4030), outdoor playground (5014), water activity areas (5020), recreational 
facilities (5030) 

Service 
(including 
productive 
service) 
(III) 

civilian airport (1010), railroad station (1024), railroad facilities (1025), commercial port 
(1041), specialized port (1043), retail & wholesale (3011), service industry (3012), one-level 
building (3021), low-level house (3022), mid-level building (3023), high-level building 
(3024), cultural institutes (3050), medical institutes (3060), charity institutes (3070), post & 
telecom (3091), weather (3092), electricity (3093), gas (3094), water (3095), gas station 
(3096), pumping station (3097), other public affairs (3098), environmental protection 
facilities (3100), fire facilities (3120), industrial facilities (4020), warehousing (4030), 
outdoor playground (5014), water activity areas (5020), recreational facilities (5030), salt 
industry facilities (6020), mining facilities (7012), quarrying facilities (7022) 

(7). Based on the regulations of the Company Law, Business Registration Law, and the Principles of 
Building Usage Review for Registered Businesses, the associations between residential land uses 
and building types are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Cross-table of Residential Areas and Industrial Land Use 

Types Code Building Type 
(serial number) 

Industry 
(I) 

one-level building 
(3021) 

low-level building 
(3022)   

Commerce 
(II) 

one-level 
building (3021) 

low-level building 
(3022) 

mid-level building 
(3023) 

high-level building 
(3024) 

Service 
(III) 

one-level building 
(3021) 

low-level building 
(3022) 

mid-level building 
(3023) 

high-level building 
(3024) 

(8) Formula of data assignment: 
  Based on the above data conversion rules, it can be divided into three kinds, including address 
point, a spatial data conversion model for the industry, commerce and service census, and a 
Spatial Data Conversion Model for the Household and Population Census. The parameters needed 
are gathered together whole as follows: 
a. Address point: {point ID | point position | point number | building height} 
b. Spatial Data Conversion Model for the Industry, Commerce and Service Census: {number of 

work locations | total employed number (sum of employees) | total building floor area | industry 
sector} 

c. Spatial Data Conversion Model for the Household and Population Census: Household and 
Population Census: {number of population | number of household | residential building land 
type} 

B. Spatial Data Conversion Model for Industry and Business Census Data 
(1). Calculating the total floor area for each address point 

 

                                                                                 （1） 

 
where Fa is floor area of the address point in industrial and commercial land, La is the total area of 
the same land use type (same Land Use code), Lp is the point number of each land use type in the 
same industrial and commercial land (same Land Use code), Fmax is the maximum height of the 
address point (judged from the address), FA (Commerce and Service) is the total floor area of the industrial 
and commercial land in each Li in the industry, commerce and service census, and n is total 
counting the address point in the same land use type m. 

(2). Calculate the weight of each address point, and convert the industry, commerce and service census 
data into address points: 

 
                                                                                 （2） 
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where WP is the distributed weight of the address point p, Lfa is the total floor area of the same 
land use type in industrial and commercial land, Lp is the point number of each land use type 
(Land Use Code) in the same industrial and commercial land, Fmax is the maximum height of the 
address point (judged from the address), n is total count for the address point in the same land use 
type m. 
Equations 1 and 2 derive the distributed weight of each address point in a specific Li. By using 
the number employed in the industry, commerce and service census and multpilying this by 
distributed weight obtains the total number of people employed at every address point (Eq. 3). 

Jp = Jli × Wp                                                              （3） 
where Jp is the number of employed at an address point p, Jli is the total employed for a specific 
Li in the industry, commerce and service census, Wp is the distributed weight of the address point 
using Eq. 2. 

C. Spatial Data Conversion Model for Housing and Population Census Data 
(1). For the housing and population census, the impact of “floor are ratio” on land use type must be 

considered. 
 
                                                                                 （4） 

where k is the administrative district k, Lk is the distributed weight in different land use types 
under different capacity ratios in administrative district k, Ci,k is the different distribution rate 
under different capacity ratios in administrative district k—residential area (i=1) or commercial 
area (i=2), and Ri,k is the total district distribution rate in the administrative district k—residential 
area (i=1) or commercial area (i=2). Table 2 shows the percentages of capacity ratio out of the 
total capacity ratio in residential and commercial areas. 

(2). Calculation of household assignment rate are as follows: 
Hk = Jk × Wp × Lk                                                         （5） 

where Hk is number of population at an address point, Jk is the household and population for the 
entire administrative district k, Wp is the weight of address point (calculated with Formula 2), Lk is 
the distributed weight for different land use types under different floor area ratios in 
administrative district k, as calculated using Formula 4. 

D. Conversion Model Evaluation Using Grid Cells as Spatial Entities 
  Calculate the distribution rate (Gg,k) in every grid cell, g, in the administrative district k using Eq. 6. 

Gg,k = ΣFg,k                                                               （6） 
  Summing all distribution rates for the grid cells in administrative district k to obtain the total 
distribution rate (Tk). In theory, Tk should equal the total distribution rate of administrative area k. For 
purposes, the distribution rate of every grid cell should be modified by the ratio of land types to T*j,k to 
match census data in Eq. 7. 

Tj,k = ΣGg,k                                                               （7） 
  After completing point-based distribution modeling, the next step is to evaluate spatial distribution data 
using grid cells as basic spatial statistical entities; this process is called geoprocess intersection. 
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  Since resources for this study are limited, a few grids are sampled for ground truth to verify the quality 
of data estimation (Fig. 4). The largest section of this area was purely residential. The survey conducted 
interviews, and at the same time considered house height and building time. The results of the survey 
shows that the accuracy rate has reached at 80% (Table 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Grid Map of Ground Truth Survey 

Table 5. Data Accuracy Against Ground Truth 

GRID_ID Census Population in 
2000 

Estimated Population in 
2006 

Population Surveyed in 
2006 Accuracy Rate

 (# of persons) 
(A) (B)=(A)x(1+0.77%) (# of persons) 

(C) 
(%) 
(D)=(B)/(C) 

17664 151 152 160 95.10% 

17722 153 154 200 77.09% 

17723 64 64 80 80.62% 

17724 124 125 150 83.30% 

17783 85 86 100 85.66% 

17784 115 116 150 77.26% 

17785 191 192 200 96.24% 

17844 151 152 250 60.87% 

   Average : 82.02% 

Note: 0.77% is the average population growth rate during 2000-2006 in Taipei City (in sample area) 

5. Current Issues Affecting Point-based Data for Census Information 
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  In order to demonstrate the application potentials of point-based census data derived by the developed 
spatial data conversion model,  a case study is conducted to investigate the relationship between the 
number of employments and the distance to MRT stations. The data used in this case study included 
census data for 1991, 1996 and 2001, maps of Taipei administrative districts, and year of completion of 
Taipei’s MRT system. Figure 5–7 prsent maps with census information applied.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Employment Distribution in 1991 Fig. 6. Employment Distribution in 1996 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Employment Distribution in 2000 
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  For ease of presentation, the employments are classified into five categories: 1–500 persons; 501–3,000 
persons; 3,001–5,000 persons; 5,001–15,000 persons; and, 15,001–25,000 persons. 
  This distribution scheme engenders several hypotheses: (1) industry categories in the Industry, 
Commerce and Service Census are correlated with land types in the Land Use Survey; (2) a positive 
correlation exists between total floor area of a building and the number of floors; (3) a positive correlation 
exists between total floor area of a building and the address point numbers; (4) number employed, 
housing number, housing population, household number, and household population are highly correlated 
with total floor area of a building; and, (5) land in Taipei has mixed uses. 
  To elucidate the issues related to point-based data, a detailed comparison of the differences in the 
employed population based on distance to MRT stations is derived from the employee distributions (Figs. 
8–10). However, current data does not facilitate a detailed migration analysis. 
  Traditionally, census data is based on either jurisditional units or a range of selected census areas. 
When using “selected census area” as the statistical entity for annual data comparison, the impact from 
adjusting jurisditional units can be limited; however, this data type is usually homogeneous and therefore 
has statistical limitations. For analysis that requires a high degree of data accuracy, such as that for 
contruction impact analysis and location research with data-mining, such data is not sufficiently accurate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Historical Number of Persons Employed who Live Within 300 meters of the Taipei Muzha-line 
MRT Station (Unit: person) 
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Fig. 9. Historical Changes of to Number of Employment Living Within 300 meters of the Taipei 
Muzha-line MRT Stations (Unit: %) 

  The spatial data conversion model utilizes data such as the housing address point, floor area, land use 
type, height of the floor, and floor area ratio (FAR) as attributes in the model design. Via the data 
conversion process, new factors such as weights of distribution operation and other integrated data can be 
calculated to create the spatial points. In the future, if temporal discrepancies can be reduced, the data will 
fully reflect its “spatial” characteristics and power; however, this cannot be achieved using conventional 
administrative units as statistical entities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Comparison of Number of Passengers and the Employments for the Taipei Muzha-line MRT 
Stations in 2001 (Unit: person) 

  Additional benefits of the spatial data conversion model are that it can avoid the problem of privacy 
information and it provides a highly accurate census geography data. Using grid cells as statistical entities 
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for analysis can be very helpful in data mining and simulation studies.  Such information can assist the 
local DGBAS and related authorities in designing operating processes for legal procedures in census 
surveys. Once the problem of confidential information is eliminated, additional benefits and efficiency 
can be expected from more policy analysis and in further statistical development and applications. 

6. Conclusions 

  Recognizing the potentials that census data can be widely applied with GIS, a data conversion model is 
needed to solve the MAUP, so that census data can be effectively applied at different spatial scales. This 
study has presented a prototype spatial data conversion model that which ensures data accuracy and 
quality by using building addresses and land use data. It firstly transforms census data from the smallest 
jurisdictional unit into address-based data, and then they can be integrated into grid-based system at any 
specified scale. With this spatial data conversion Model, users can perform numerical analysis with 
census data at any spatial unit without offending the confidentiality of personal data. The empirical 
analysis of case study demonstrates that the employment changes along a MRT line can be easily and 
effectively identified with converted data from the Industry and Commerce Census.  For better spatial 
analysis in the future, some problems are proposed for further studies. 
1. Problem of temporal inconsistence among data sets. 

  Preliminary research results were based on the land use data surveyed in 1994; however, the data 
from the Building Address Geographic Information System was obtained in 1999. Moreover, the 
Industry and Commerce Census is conducted every five years, whereas the Household and 
Population Census is conducted in every ten years.  Different data sets generated in different years 
have caused temporal inconsistence among the data sets. Developing an easy method for improving 
such problems warrants further study. 

2. Environmental changes should be cautiously treated in future applications. 
  In contrast to conventional data conversion techniques in which data are homogeneously 
distributed over a continuous plain space, this study adopts a fact-based logic to transform census 
data from spatial unit in “Li” into different spatial units. In future applications, it should be made 
aware that the population distribution might be different due to changes of environmental conditions. 

3. Logical fallacy of data reduction should be further studied. 
  The proposed data conversion model is unable to distinguish if a building with address (doorplate) 
is vacant or unsuitable for human activity to exist.  As a result of data reductionism, any geographic 
unit (i.e., grid) with vacant buildings or open space is still allocated a population or economic 
activity once an address exists. The potential problem of logical fallacy should be further 
investigated and improved in the future. 
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